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story & photos:  www . mtntools . com / pinns

2013 CLIMBER APPRECIATION DAYS

Thank You - Volunteers!   “We’ve Got Your Back” 

Thank You - Volunteers!   “We’ve Got Your Back” 
The Pinnacles

CALIFORNIA CLIMBER
22502 Colorado River Dr. 
Sonora, Ca 93570
Phone: (209) 768-0110
Email: climb108@yahoo.com

MOST, IF NOT ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES DEPICTED HEREIN CARRY AND 
PRESENT SIGNIFICANT RISKS OF PERSNAL INJURY OR DEATH. 
Rock climbing, bouldering, ice climbing, moutaineering, alpine 
climbing and any other outdoor activity are inherently danger-
ous. The owners, staff and managment of California Climber do 
not recomend that anyone partcipate in these activities unless 
they are an expert or accompanied by an expert. Please seek 
qualified professional instruction and/or guidance. Understand-
ing the risks involved are necesassary and be prepared to 
assume all responisbilty associated with those risks. 

Powering into the fingery crux of Chips Ahoy (5.12d), Owl Tor.
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access to climbing, bouldering and/or mountaineering 
routes. Some of these parks, such as Redwood and 
Lassen, have fairly minimal climbing options within 
their perimeters, but several others have a host of 
iconic sections of technical rock climbing. 

California Climber’s destination sections have 
historically included the more obscure crags that hide 
in the state’s immense wilderness. Sure, you might 
have to wade through some choss and sticker bushes 
to enjoy some of these areas, but in most cases, you 
won’t have to swim through miles of red tape, rangers 
and bureaucracy. I have always favored adventures 
that lay off the beaten path, but the quality and 
quantity of the climbing in Yosemite, Sequoia and 
Joshua Tree is undoubtedly superior. These resources 
are infinitely valuable to the Golden State’s local and 
visiting climbers. 

The government shutdown ended on October 
18, but some recreation sites have struggled to fully 
reopen. This year, as you flock to warmer climates 
and dry rock during your annual holiday vacations, 
be sure to check the availability of amenities and 
access to the crags you plan to visit. If you find 
worth in our national parks and you’d like to express 
your thoughts to your congressman, visit the Access 
Fund’s website (accessfund.org) and fill out their 
quick, electronic letter-writing tool.  —DEAN FLEMING

EDITOR’S NOTE

SHUT DOWN
I WAS BORN LESS THAN 70 MILES from the 
Highway 120 entrance to Yosemite National Park. 
My relationship with rock climbing began at the age 
of 12 while looking through an old pair of binoculars 
in El Cap Meadow. I remember begging my father to 
walk up to the base. Our hands ran along the glassy 
section just below Dolt Tower as we gazed toward the 
summit and discussed my next birthday present: a 
pair of real climbing shoes.

Like most kids who live in rural counties, I 
resented the pastoral nature of my hometown. On 
the plus side, those iconic formations like Half Dome 
and El Cap were always just a few river canyons to 
the south. If I cleaned gutters after school or skipped 
cartoons to rake a few leaves on Saturday morning, I 
could always manage to scrape up some dough, fill up 
a friend’s tank and go exploring in the Valley.  

A few years ago, I tried to climb El Cap. I walked 
across the street with a haulbag on my back 

like an astronaut walking up the ramp toward a 
rocket. I had a week’s worth of food, two weeks’ 
worth of dry socks, King Cobras and tobacco. I had 
transformed into the idols of my childhood. I felt as 
cool as Burt Reynolds doing a burnout in a Firebird or 
Indiana Jones snatching a gun out of the bad guy’s 
hand with a whip. It was a surreal experience, but 
deep down, I was as scared as I had ever been. 

I lasted about two days on the Big Stone. An 
October storm rolled in the night before we launched, 
and the next day I shivered in multiple down jackets 
while snowdrifts swirled around the summit, engulfing 
my partners as they nailed their way to the next 
hanging belay. Unlike them, I had never been to Pa-
tagonia, the Ruth Gorge in Alaska or the Bugaboos. I 
had never really left California. Now I was attempting 
my first multi-day ascent with a team of four on an 
El Cap route that had not seen a repeat in 25 years. 
With soaked clothes and low spirits, I gave them the 
rest of my beer supply and CD player, tied together 
every rope we had and rappelled to the ground. 

<~~~>

Between October 1 and October 18, 2013, you 
weren’t allowed to get shut down on El Cap. 

It didn’t matter if you lived an hour away from the 
park, or if you traveled from Germany to tick the 
Nose. Together, thousands of federal employees, rock 
climbers and guide services that operate within park 
boundaries suffered the consequences of a govern-
ment shutdown. 

California is the state with the most national 
parks. Among the nine that call our state home, 
seven of them (Joshua Tree, Kings Canyon, Lassen, 
Pinnacles, Redwood, Sequoia and Yosemite) provide 
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ROUTE OF THE SEASON WORDS + CHARLIE BARRETT / IMAGE + AARON BLACK 

Apart from hucking off briefcase-
size blocks and rummaging through 
writhing bat nests (we convinced 
ourselves they were most likely rabid 
vampires), the climb was a voyage 
through the Earth’s crust. The volca-
nic stone on the first couple pitches 
was cast-iron dense, but as we rose 
toward the rim, the lighter and more 
porous it became—until the fifth-pitch 
belay, where we shoved in five bolts 
the size of tent stakes. Along the 
way, we were off route and runout 
with bad-belay freak shows and pink-
fingered close calls with bat teeth, 
making it the one climb that, at least 
on the first ascent, was adventure 
rather than mere sport. And it’s kind 
of funny that the longest climb at 
Owens still only gets you back to 
ground level.  —Peter Croft 

TOWERING INFERNO (5.11b)
[ THE FIRST ASCENT ]

Peter Croft, Marty Lewis and Kevin Calder, 1998

ROUTE

Towering Inferno
GRADE LENGTH

5.11b 400 ft
ROCK TYPE STYLE RACK

sport, 5 pitches 15 quickdraws, slings and a 60m rope 

LOCATION APPROACH DESCENT
Owens River Gorge, Bishop 20 min, steep 5 rappels down the route

SEASON
fall, winter, spring

GUIDEBOOK
Owens River Gorge Rock Climbs, by Marty Lewis  

BETA

DESCRIPTION
As the longest route at Owens River 

Gorge, it climbs a beautiful, light brown volca-
nic tuff wall directly above the spectacular and 
steep Eldorado Roof that hangs over Owens 
River. The first and second pitches are the 
highlights: The first pitch is a wildly exposed 
left-leaning 5.11a hand traverse that takes you 
straight out over the water. The second pitch is 
one of the best single rope lengths in the en-
tire gorge: perfect square-cut edges and posi-

tive slots and jugs make this slightly overhanging 
5.11a pitch a true delight. The rest of the climbing 
isn’t quite as good as the bottom two pitches, but 
the airy headwall keeps climbers in a spectacular 
position for the entire route. The crux is a few 
feet into the fourth pitch, where an awkward and 
polished dihedral makes for a short but cryptic 
crux section. Once through the crux, the route lets 
up and turns into pleasant and somewhat easier 
climbing to the rim of the canyon. 

volcanic tuff

Chad Shepard on the second pitch of Towering Inferno (5.11b).
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ONE COMMITMENT TO 
CREATING A SUSTAINABLE 
AND ETHICAL CLIMBING 
COMMUNITY IN CALIFORNIA. 

NINE UNIQUE 
LOCATIONS. 

San Francisco

San Francisco

Los AngelesBerkeley

Sacramento San JoseConcord

Oakland Fresno

VISIT YOUR LOCAL GYM TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT GETTING INVOLVED.
TOUCHSTONECLIMBING.COM

“

BILL “BLITZO” SERNIUK  

UNCLE BLITZO BECAME A PART OF MY FAMILY before I was even 
around. My father, Rick Cashner, and Blitzo met in the 1970s Golden Era of Yosemite Valley. True 
to the spirit of the times, Blitzo and my father enjoyed the fruits of the Valley through a mix of 
climbing, partying and chasing girls. Although my first memory of him formed when I was a young 
adult, outlandish tales of Blitzo and my parents were commonplace in our household.

A couple decades later, Blitzo showed up on my porch, saying, “Hey, I’m your Unckie Blitzo.” 
We instantly became best friends, and eventually roommates. As a typical young adult, I had a 
strong distaste toward anything my parents did, and climbing was the focal point of my angst. 
Blitzo was the first person to break down that wall for me. He took me all over Yosemite Valley, 
Tuolumne Meadows, the Eastern Sierra and Joshua Tree, teaching me history I had never known 
about my backyard while reintroducing climbing to me. Blitzo enjoyed obscure spots for climbing 
and adventuring, and he loathed crowds. During our years cruising around California, Nevada, 
Utah and Colorado together, he showed me a plethora of seldom-seen locales that forever altered 
my perspective of the West. 

Not only was Blitzo a wealth of knowledge about climbing history, but he was also an avid 
climbing and nature photographer. Blitzo had the ability to notice the subtle beauty in everything 
he looked at. He loved shooting “trippy” animals, plants and sunsets. His collection of early climb-
ing photographs captured an era in true Blitzo style, through both the physical and the cultural 
aspects. 

Blitzo was a complex and intriguing individual. He was one of the funniest people I’ve ever 
known, telling many stories from his party days that were so wild you would doubt their truth—
only to find out later they most definitely were true. He was boisterous and opinionated—some-
times at the risk of offending others. On the other hand, Blitzo was extremely sensitive and giving. 
He would be the first to cry at a sappy movie and would make his friends dreamcatchers out of 
materials he found hiking. Although he could be considered a dirtbag, Blitzo loved expensive alco-
hol and fine foods. He spent every penny he ever made taking his loved ones out to fancy dinners 
he couldn’t afford.  

Blitzo was a true adventurer who steered away from anything that could be considered 
“routine.” With crazy tales of drug use in the 60s, a climbing and mountaineering career, a love 
for roller coasters, his Burning Man stint and bold photography, he was a fascinating person who 
truly lived his life to the fullest. 

After his passing last August, I contemplated the extended family that I was fortunate 
enough to be born into. The more of the world I see, the more I realize just how special this com-
munity truly is and how many brilliant and completely exceptional characters I have been exposed 
to. Blitzo was the archetype of this world for me. Having him as my best friend in young adult-
hood taught me to be genuine regardless of other people’s fears, to live the life I want despite 
what is “expected” and most of all, to have a sense of humor.  

CALIFORNIA CLIMBER WORDS + CHELSEA GARBARINI 

May 27, 1953 – August 17, 2013

“HE SPENT EVERY 
PENNY HE EVER 

MADE TAKING HIS 
LOVED ONES OUT TO 
FANCY DINNERS HE 
COULDN’T AFFORD.”
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CCMAG: Where and when did you find this beauty? How much did it cost you? 

KD: I was at the gas station in my girlfriend’s car when a friend rolled up on a jerry-rigged moped 
(that shouldn’t have be on the road), lifted his visor and said he had just picked up this sweet van 
from an old lady for $400. And that’s exactly what I paid him. 
 
Is there a story behind the name the Party Can? 

This van’s maiden voyage was a bouldering mission to the beach with seven people, some crash-
pads and a couple 12-packs. Through the laughter from the back of the van I heard two words: 
Party Can!

Someone said that you can start this thing with a butter knife. How did you discover this awe-
some feature? 

A few friends and I went on a canoeing trip, and I made the amateur move of throwing the keys 
in the grocery bag with our food. Not even one mile into our 12-mile trip, the canoe with our food 
flipped over, and everything went floating downstream. We collected all our soggy sandwiches, 
but I completely forgot I had put the keys in there, too. When we were shuttling back to our cars, 
it came to me that the keys were at the bottom of the river. Honestly I thought I was fucked, but 
we tried to start the van with a similar key and it worked! I thought, ‘Well, shit, if that worked 
then maybe something else will…’ As it turns out, virtually anything that fits into the ignition will 
start her right up. 

What’s your favorite feature of the Party Can?  

Well, since this thing’s engine is right under the front seats, my butt stays nice and warm. Hav-
ing four-wheel drive is sweet. Oh, and there’s a crimpy traverse around the whole van if you get 
bored. It’s probably V3 if you don’t rest on the tires. 

STAND BY YOUR VAN IMAGE + DEAN FLEMING

How’s the gas mileage? 

It gets between 20 and 25 mpg depending on 
the driving.

Have you made any improvements? 

I put in a new alternator and did some work on 
the clutch. Sadly, I had to peel the duct tape 
off so I could re-attach the rear hatch. I might 
throw a diesel engine in it and maybe patch 
the rust holes. I was thinking about making a 
custom Westy-style pop-top with a tent rainfly 
and some sheet metal. All in good time.

Could you drive the Party Can through the 
desert like a horse with no name, or do you 
think it would leave you stranded? 

This van is soaked to the bones from a life in 
Arcata, so I think it would appreciate a chance 
to dry out. 

Are you excited about any particular future 
road trips in the Party Can? What destinations 
are you hoping to visit in this beast? 

The Party Can doesn’t seem to like drives over 
five hours since it’s got almost 300,000 miles, 
but I’d love to drive it to Red Rock and Joshua 
Tree this winter. 

Kai Defty and his 1988 Toyota 4WD Van 
THE PARTY CAN
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ASANA SUPER HERO PADHave you ever tried to thrash your way through the brush to your 
buddy’s sick new bouldering circuit with your oversized highball pad? 
Sure you have. We all have. It sucks. Have you ever wished you had 
bought a new crashpad overseas when you saw the outrageous ship-
ping bill or baggage fee? Some of us haven’t, only because we don’t 
have enough money to travel overseas, but we’re sure if we had, we’d 
be pissed. So what’s the solution? How do you make a crashpad that 
fits perfectly in the back of your car, cuts down on shipping costs and 
slides seamlessly through dense approaches? More importantly, how 
do you make a pad that does all these things but still gives you the 
large landing zone you so desperately need? We honestly don’t know, 
but we do know that the folks over at Asana have done it.  

Asana has always been well-known for their excellent foam 
and bomber shell construction. Couple that with appealing colors and 
unique pad designs and you get one of the most successful home-
grown crashpad manufacturers in the country. But success didn’t 
stop them from improving on their line of quality pads. For highball 
enthusiasts, Asana released the super-sized Kevin Jorgeson Signature 
Pad. When you’re way off the deck, there are still very few pads on 
the market that can stand up to the KJ in overall safety, but this rig 
requires a fair production to haul into backcountry areas and through 
dense woodlands. Up until late 2013, the rest of the line included 
mostly standard pads (48” x 36”) and smaller briefcase pads to fill in 
the gaps. 

While serious boulderers will often acquire a quiver of mats 
for various scenarios, Asana wanted to design a pad that perfectly 
suited a multitude of situations while safely protecting climbers from 
the unforgiving wrath of terra firma. From this notion the Asana Super 
Hero Pad was born. At an incredibly appealing 58” x 41” x 4” (open), 
the Super Hero Pad is a reasonably priced all-around mat that covers 
a ton of ground without feeling like a burden on your back. 

To reduce some weight and allow for the safest landing zone, 
Asana sandwiched 2” of open-cell foam between 1” (on each side) 
of heavy-duty closed-cell foam inside a bomber 1,000-denier nylon 
shell. To add some power to the carrying system, Asana included their 
signature E-justable Suspension System, which includes adjustable-
height, contoured and padded shoulder straps, a sternum strap and a 
comfy waist belt. 

Since its arrival in late 2013, we’ve had a few months to test 
the Super Hero. In that time, we’ve stuffed it into the back of nearly 
20 midsize sedans, crashed through thick brush down steep slopes 
and chucked the pad off a few small cliffs into jagged boulderfields. 
Yes, this pad is burly, but its greatest feature is certainly its versatility. 
Whether you’re heading out in a large group to session or setting off 
on a solo mission in the Buttermilks, the Super Hero Pad is always a 
perfect addition to any trip.

Climbers tend to go off the deep end when it comes to techni-
cal cold-weather clothing. As the first cold snaps bring frost to the 
mornings and colors to the leaves, some of our crags are overrun 
by a kaleidoscope of neon jackets, logos and Neoprene. The latest 
innovations in technical clothing certainly have their place in high-
end mountaineering and cold-weather backcountry climbing, but it’s 
always a little odd when you see a dude that looks like he’s about to 
make a summit bid on Everest in line at the coffee shop. Many of us 
want simple and functional clothing items that look good, perform 
well at the crag and keep us warm. Thankfully, Gramicci has come to 
the rescue with the new flannel-lined Mount Hood Pant. 

A pair of synthetic long underwear beneath tougher climbing 
pants has been the classic California winter-cragging combination for 
decades. Gramicci has essentially integrated the two elements into a 
much more comfortable version of this timeless setup. When testing, 
our users found more than a few positive traits in the Mount Hood 
Pant. Most importantly, these pants do an excellent job of keeping 
your lower body at a comfortable and consistent temperature. They 
might feel a tiny bit bulkier than thinner climbing-specific pants, but 
the added warmth when gathered around the fire is always well worth 
the minor compromise in weight. Because the stitched-in fleece lining 
is not removable, we anticipated a slight drawback to the Mount Hood 
Pant as temperatures rose in the middle of the day. On the contrary, 
testers reported that the pants remained very wearable and never 
seemed overly hot during mid-day heat waves. 

Gramicci’s double-needle reinforced stitching and rugged 
crater-weave canvas stood up to some pretty impressive granite-slab 
butt-slides. Heavy-wear sections like the knees and back pockets en-
dured squeeze chimneys in the Valley and dozens of makeshift seats 
from the sharp volcanic rocks in the Eastern Sierra. For added mobility 
in climbing performance, Gramicci included a gusseted crotch. 

So if you’re looking for a comfy all-around pant that keeps you 
warm on winter nights and still performs excellently at the crag, we 
would suggest taking a closer look at Gramicci’s Mount Hood Pant. 
The price tag is a little steep for a dirtbag’s budget, but the increased 
durability and added versatility make this high-quality pant a great 
value.  

 

{ $85 }

GRAMICCI MT HOOD PANT

{ $285 }
OPEN SIZE > 58” x 41” x 4”

CLOSED SIZE > 41” x 29” x 8”
FOAM > 2” open cell between 1” 
closed cell on top and bottom

STYLE > bi-fold
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SOMET IMES  
ALL YOU NEED 
IS A PAIR OF SHOES...

 

www.trango.com

Jason Haas, Aguille De Joshua Tree, P: Erin Haas

www.trango.com

We’ve got you covered for that and all the other times as well. Visit www.trango.com/new 
to meet the complete line-up of new products.  
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REVIEW

Getting a climber to switch chalk brands is harder than convincing 
a 70-year-old cocktail waitress to give up her Virginia Slims for Marlboros. 
Since John Gill introduced gymnastic chalk to rock climbing in the 1950s, 
the sport has seen a selection of manufacturers release new blends into 
the climbing market. We’ve also seen magnesium carbonate alternatives, 
like certain blends of liquid chalk, Rosin and the dreaded European “poff” 
that has so infamously desecrated the holds of many a sandstone boulder. 
Some newer types use additives and other special chemicals to produce 
drying results; however, after years of trial, the simplest blends of magne-
sium carbonate have stayed frontrunners in the climbing market. 

When cooking up their latest iteration of climbing chalk, the folks 
at Trango took a smart, straightforward approach: They ground pure mag-
nesium carbonate to an incredibly fine powder. This airy powder is then 
packaged in a virtually spill-proof, lightweight plastic bottle with a sturdy 
snap-on lid. In review, our testers found that the bottle alone might be 
worth the $7.50 price tag, while the chalk itself far exceeded expectations 
at the crags and boulders. 

The ground magnesium carbonate quickly and easily coats a huge 
surface (up to your elbows if you’re climbing fist cracks) and creates a 
longer-lasting application than traditional block chalk. Many fine-ground 
chalks produce the dreaded “baby powder” effect, where the fine grind 
of the powder can actually produce a slippery feeling—especially at the 
fingertips. All testers reported that Gunpowder did not have this effect. On 
the contrary, Trango’s Gunpowder chalk held up to or exceeded the drying 
power of the top brands of climbing chalk on the market today. 

For less than $8, you get 200 grams (7.05 oz.) of chalk, compared 
to a two-ounce block of Frank Endo—widely considered the least expensive 
chalk available to climbers these days at a price between $2 and $2.50 
per block—the Gunpowder chalk is pleasantly affordable at about $1 per 
ounce. If you’re looking for a fine-ground chalk in a nice, spill-proof con-
tainer that won’t break the bank, Trango’s Gunpowder is definitely worth 
a try. 

We got our hands on a set of these draws about six months ago, 
and in that time they’ve been strung up on anchors for toproping, added 
to our already bulky trad racks and hung from hundreds of sport climbs 
across the state. After months of grabbing them on sport routes, hiking 
them into remote crags and even taking a few sizeable whippers on them, 
these quickdraws have managed to raise our testers’ standards for all 
other quickdraws. 

The Concorde draw includes two midsize wire-gate biners and a 
lightweight dogbone with a sewn gasket. The somewhat-small wire-gate 
biners are easy to clip but still save weight when compared to larger 
wire-gate models (the quickdraw weighs 87 grams, or 3.1 oz.), but the best 
feature of these workhorse biners is their ability to handle an extensive 
amount of abuse. Instead of modeling the biners with an I-beam spine (as 
is typically found on ultralight carabiners) Mad Rock chose to forge the 
Concorde with a rounded stock for added strength and durability. 

The Concorde is among the strongest aluminum wire-gate carabin-
ers on the market, boasting 26 kN along the major axis and 10 kN along 
the minor axis. Additionally, the rounded stock seems to provide a better 
grip on the biner when clipping rope and allows the rope to run smoother 
over a larger surface area. This feature is especially helpful when leading 
long pitches or taking multiple falls on a crux section. 

A few minor drawbacks include a smaller-than-usual gate opening, 
which posed a problem with some of our fat-fingered testers. Although all 
testers reported smooth clipping at the sport crags, some testers noted 
problems when operating the biners while using gloves at belay stations. 
Every design has its drawbacks, but overall we felt that the smaller gate 
opening was a worthwhile trade-off for increased strength, reasonable 
weight and uncanny durability. 

Mad Rock has always offered a reasonable price for every one of 
their products. At $10.95 per draw, the Concorde is no exception. What is 
exceptional is the substantial durability and functionality of this model; the 
Concorde easily represents the quality of a $25 quickdraw at less than half 
the price. If you’re interested in switching out some of those old ovals, or 
you’re beginning to stack up gear on a college budget, take a look at the 
Concorde to fill in the gaps on your rack. 

WINTER PRODUCTS 2013-14

MAD ROCK CONCORDE QUICKDRAW

TRANGO GUNPOWDER CHALK

{ $7.50 }

{ $10.95 }
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CLIMBER Tom Murphy 
ROUTE Manly Dike (5.12a), Joshua Tree
PHOTOGRAPHER Greg Epperson

GOLDEN STATE GALLERY



CLIMBER Julia Mackenzie 
ROUTE Razor (V3), Columbia
PHOTOGRAPHER Dean Fleming 

GOLDEN STATE GALLERY

CLIMBER Peter Croft 
ROUTE Moongerms (5.12), Yosemite
PHOTOGRAPHER Greg Epperson 



GOLDEN STATE GALLERY

CLIMBER Natalie Duran
ROUTE Alexandria (V8), Joshua Tree
PHOTOGRAPHER Anthony Lapomardo 





QUIETLY 
LOCAL

WORDS & IMAGES
ANTHONY LAPOMARDO

Ben Polanco on The Hell 
of Being Crushed Alive 
(5.13a).
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The car turned down Highway 166, the bare tires gripping the 
loose gravel. That morning the small strip of two-lane highway 
was home to truckers and farm workers traveling inland to 
the Central Valley. The soft dew from the thick morning fog 
sent water droplets across the windshield as our car fought 
for position behind a big rig. We circled endlessly through vast 
repetitive fields that steered our group farther from the coast-
line. As we traveled through a wide bend, a large farm broke 
the horizon and a grass-covered fin rose from the guardrails of 
the 166. We turned down a small dirt road and slowly crawled 

over cattle guards and exposed rock to head deeper into the foothills, past dirt bikes, double-barrel 
shotguns and shady locals, eventually arriving at a steep wall tucked into a hidden grassy hillside. 

Pulling into a large dirt lot on the left, we opened up the road for loud motorbikes to streak 
past into no man’s land. We saw empty shotgun shells littering the ground when we stepped out of 
the car. The silence was broken with fading sounds of whining mufflers firing up the steep surround-
ing hillsides. As we walked a minute on a thinly cut trail, a large shadow started to loom over the 
group. Beneath the steep wall, a series of fixed draws hung freely next to a line of sculpted pockets 
and shallow crimps. 

<~~~>

Owl Tor is a small but severely overhanging wall about 30 minutes east of Santa Maria on High-
way 166. The crag is less than a five-minute walk from the car and hosts a selection of steep 

sport routes from 5.11d to 5.14c. The Tor should be a popular destination, but due to its objection-
able history, the area lies primarily dormant.

The chalked pockets and edges on the wall are nearly 100 percent manufactured. Before the 
days of climbing gyms, the holds at Owl Tor were drilled and chiseled into the soft, chossy wall by 
local climbers Phil Renquist, Steve Edwards and other anonymous contributors to create a training 
area. Aside from juice bars and steam rooms, the crag shares all the attributes of an indoor climbing 
gym, with route names engraved into large plates beneath the climbs and draws permanently fixed 
to all the routes. 

Upon first inspection it becomes clear that the rock quality at Owl Tor is less than stellar, and 
the ability for natural routes to exist within the chossy conglomerate are likely slim to none. Even in 
the early 1990s, the act of manufacturing holds on such a large scale was ethically repugnant; nev-
ertheless, the action has given this peculiar wall some meaning and created a place to enjoy cool 
temps beneath its shaded arch. The structure of the wall is pleasantly utilitarian, as the crag stays 
dry in the rain and can be climbed during harsh winter conditions. 

The majority of the routes are comprised of long pulls between deep two-finger pockets, 
tendon-pushing monos and shallow, manicured edges. Stepping off the ground onto any route at 
Owl Tor instantly gives you the degree your body must endure during every climb at the area. With 
your tendons nestled into gently sloped pockets, steep angles and low feet force most of the move-
ment from your shoulders. 

Wes Miraglio pulling the 
roof on When The Sea 
Doesn’t Want You (5.12c).
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Walking up to the steep belly, we saw a 
large plate positioned beneath the first 

hanger of a warm-up. The Power of Eating 
(5.11d) was meticulously engraved into the 
steel. Above, a climber clipped the fourth fixed 
draw and rested on a giant shelf that sits 30 
feet off the deck. She de-pumped while sounds 
of shotgun blasts and four-stroke bikes echoed 
in the distance. She progressed up the route 
until she reached a viciously hard move: a long 
throw from a waist-high two-finger pocket to 
a deep three-finger slot. The span required left 
the climber four inches short. Many natural 
crags with intermediate feet or hands might 
have provided solutions, but at the Tor, you are 
almost always locked into the defined move-
ment and sequence of the “setter.” Grasping 
for the lip, she fell and asked to be lowered.

Our group moved deeper into the cave 
to try Hell of the Upside Down Sinners (5.12b), 
a route that sits above a trickling waterfall and 
traverses the mouth of the cave just feet from 
the rising floor. The line calls for big moves on 
good holds out a near-horizontal feature. A 

pump-fest for most, the line requires increased stamina (at least for the 
Tor) and an attentive belayer, as the ground closely follows the climber 
almost to the anchors. The beauty is moving through a transitional rose 
move into a sequential topout.

Beside Hell of the Upside Down Sinners sat a giant chockstone 
that created a steep roof. The aptly named The Hell of Being Crushed 
Alive (5.13a) climbs the block with powerful mono-campusing as its 
main attribute. A member from our group, Ben Polanco, who at the time 
was nursing a sore tendon, worked through the moves. Near the end, he 
decided to add a more natural finish to the unnatural line by avoiding 
the drilled mono pockets and going big for a natural sloper rail. For Owl 
Tor it was an oddity, but it did create the concept that the wall may of-
fer some natural movement. 

The rest of the weekend was spent muscling through the majority 
of the wall’s grid-bolted creations. Better Than Life (5.13c), Chips Ahoy 
(5.12d), Auto Magic (5.12a) and the Terrible Angel project got some 
chalk on their holds. Surprisingly, not once did the chipping question 
come up or the decision from anyone if it were right or not. Owl Tor may 
be an outdoor gym without the colorful tape, but the climbers who put 
time into its creation hope for it to be anything but private. The mixture 
of power and lack of natural beauty has kept this wall quiet, but to those 
who visit the Tor, the wall is highly regarded for providing year-round 
outdoor climbing options and some of the most physically challenging 
routes near the Central Coast. 

ABOVE Steven Roth 
goes for the clip on 
Rubble (5.13a/b).
LEFT Wes Miraglio mov-
ing into the final crux 
section of Hell of the 
Upside Down Sinners 
(5.12b).
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Ben Polanco on The Natural (5.12c).
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THE BETA
GETTING THERE: From north or south, take 
Highway 101 and then head east on 166 for 
approximately 25 miles. Turn left onto the dirt 
road near Rock Front Ranch. Continue down 
the dirt road about one mile, until a large park-
ing area appears on your left (just before the 
road heads uphill).

WHERE TO STAY: Camping is available at 
Pismo State Beach and Grover State Beach. 
The spots tend to fill up, so please check in by 
phone to reserve your spot. Rates in both ar-
eas run about $25 per night for sites without 
hook-ups.

GUIDEBOOK: California Central Coast Climbs: 
San Luis Obispo, by Tom Slater

THE TICKLIST:
The Power of Eating (5.11d)
Auto Magic (5.12a)
Hell of the Upside Down Sinners (5.12b)
Chips Ahoy (5.12d)
Better Than Life (5.13c)

Gabriel Nobrega on The 
Power of Eating (5.11d).
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THE BRICKYARD
STEEP SANDSTONE IN THE 

SANTA BARBARA FOOTHILLS

Joel Ruscher on Dancing Outlaw (V8). 



just a few miles inland from the city of Santa 
Barbara, a spark from a power tool ignited 
flames on the Jesusita Trail in the Santa 
Ynez Mountains. The Jesusita Fire spread 
quickly through the steep canyons, sandstone 
rock outcroppings and dry hillsides of the 
Santa Ynez. By May 8, the breadth of the fire 
extended from west of Highway 154, across 
the front country of the Santa Ynez Moun-
tains, to the east, through Mission Canyon, 
Rattlesnake Canyon and into the hills above 
Montecito. Before it was fully contained, the 
Jesusita Fire destroyed 80 homes, damaged 
15 others and caused 28 non-fatal injuries. 
The fire is regarded among the region’s most 
severe wildland fires of the decade, yet if it 
hadn’t occurred, one of Santa Barbara’s finest 
sandstone bouldering destinations might have 
never reached its full potential. 

AT 1:45 P.M. ON 
MAY 5, 2009,

Manuel Umanzor on an 
unknown V4. 
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LEFT Edmond Babians on 
Soot Patrol (V7).

TOP RIGHT Emily Fang 
on The Yeti (V4).

BOTTOM RIGHT Topping 
out Soot Patrol (V7). 

Hidden among the chaparral and often protected by its dense 
brambles, an astounding wealth of sandstone can be found in 

the Santa Barbara foothills. Along the region’s coastal ridges, the 
ancient Chumash Native Americans celebrated the sculpted rocks for 
their hospitality and spiritual wealth. The Chumash painted incredible 
designs inside cave formations in the Santa Ynez with pigments made 
from plentiful minerals. Hematite, gypsum and magnesium oxide were 
mixed with water and animal fats, and then applied to the interior of the 
sandstone caves to form some of the most spectacular and expansive 
Native American art on the West Coast. Today, the Chumash Painted 
Caves are rightfully protected; however, many other sandstone forma-
tions are cherished by the rock climbers who venture farther into the 
thick undergrowth. 

Just a few miles northeast of the Chumash Painted Caves, El 
Camino Cielo Road makes a direct but winding passage to a scenic 
panoramic vista. The road is a popular sunset drive in the Santa Barbara 
region, and on any given weekend day, hikers and rock climbers alike 
wind their way up the narrow paved road to reach the more barren rock 
landscape near its summit. Here, visitors can see hundreds of interesting 
sandstone features for miles in every direction. Day hikers usually end 
their trips at the more convenient sunset vantage points, but over the 
last 30 years, rock climbers have explored the hard-to-reach boulders at 
the farthest sections of the ridgeline. 

Smooth, rounded holds and bald topouts generally define the 
bouldering along Santa Barbara’s El Camino Cielo Road. Because of 
this, a relatively small bouldering destination called the Brickyard is 
steadily becoming renowned for its wealth of steep and heavily fea-
tured boulder problems. The Brickyard certainly has one of the highest 
concentrations of difficult gymnastic boulder problems in the region, 
but the area is perhaps equally well-known for its withdrawn wilderness 
atmosphere.

Avid Santa Barbara–area rock climber Marc Soltan was among 
the first climbers to thrash down the thick brush that encases the 
boulders of the Brickyard. “By the time I was alerted to this so-called 
secret area, a very narrow and primitive path to it had already been 

established,” says Soltan. “Although the path was no more than seven 
minutes from the road, it was covered with heavy brush and poison oak, 
not to mention rattlesnakes.” 

Although a significant amount of classic problems in the area 
were bouldered or toproped early on, many of the boulders at the 
Brickyard remained undiscovered until the Jesusita Fire swept over the 
hillside in 2009. The fire was devastating to home owners and to the 
natural ecology of the region, but the deforestation allowed climbers to 
more easily explore the hills for bouldering potential. Although charred 
manzanita trees still dot the undergrowth—their stark skeletons strewn 
along the now mostly green landscape—some very large oak trees sur-
vived the blaze to provide shade and beauty to the Brickyard boulders. 
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Today, these stones are becoming increasingly popular for their fantastically steep and gymnastic 
problems on incredible incut edges, deep pockets and positive hueco features. The Brickyard is 
perhaps best known for its overhanging problems like Watch the Dog (V5), Soot Patrol (V7) and 
Dancing Outlaw (V8); however, climbs like Extremist (V1), The Yeti (V4), Charlotte’s Web (V3) and 
the incredibly soft Smooth Criminal (V6) keep visitors on their toes with a nice selection of arche-
typical Santa Barbara sandstone slopers and technical topouts. 

<~~~>

For ideal friction on the temperature-dependent sandstone, the Brickyard is often visited on 
the coldest dry days in mid-winter; however, some of the shaded areas and dark corridors 

can be quite cold on winter mornings. The Brickyard is not only a fantastic resource for steep 
bouldering in the Santa Barbara area; it is also revered by local climbers for its unique formations 
and beautiful landscape. As with any sandstone climbing area, the holds are extremely friable 
when wet or damp. Please allow the rock to fully dry before attempting to climb here or the 
surrounding sandstone areas. Campfire pits and smoldering coals have been discovered recently 
among the boulders, but please note that camping is illegal at the boulders and campfires are 
strictly prohibited. If you find a campfire ring, please destroy it.

LEFT Joel Ruscher on Watch the Dog (V5).

TOP Manuel Umanzor on an unknown V4 .

BOTTOM Heidi Ruscher on the Extremist (V1). 

RIGHT Heidi Ruscher on Science is a Cruel 
Mistress (V2).



THE BETA
GETTING THERE: From the city of Santa 
Barbara, take Highway 101 north for five miles 
to the Highway 154 exit towards Cachuma 
Lake. After seven miles heading north on High-
way 154, turn left (west) onto West Camino 
Cielo. After approximately seven twisty miles 
on West Camino Cielo you will begin to see 
some obvious boulders on the east side of the 
road and some large pull outs. Parking for the 
Brickyard can be found here. The approach to 
the boulders is somewhat unobvious, but an 
opening in a fence crossing leads to a fairly 
well-established trail on the west side of the 
road. The boulders are reached after a five-
minute walk on this trail.  

WHERE TO STAY: Camping can be found at 
many locations near the Brickyard; unfortu-
nately, most of the campgrounds (including 
Live Oak and Cachuma Lake) are maintained 
by the County of Santa Barbara Parks Division 
and are very expensive—especially to reserve. 
A better option for camping is at Los Prietos 
Campground, which offers sites for $20 per 
night and only a $5 additional fee to add a 
second or third car. 

GUIDEBOOK: Southern California Boulder-
ing, by Craig Fry; Ocean’s Eleven, Bouldering 
around Santa Barbara by Bob Banks

THE TICKLIST:
Charlotte’s Web (V3) 
The Yeti (V4)
Watch the Dog (V5)
Grotesque Old 
Woman (V7) 
Dancing Outlaw (V8)

TOP  Edmond Babians 
traversing into Watch 
the Dog (V5). 

RIGHT Joel Ruscher on 
the approach trail. 
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OWENS RIVER GORGE
WORDS + JAMES LUCAS / IMAGES + JIM THORNBURG & DEAN FLEMING 
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the Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power constructed a dam at the head of the 
Owens River Gorge, the steep 10-mile canyon 
just north of the town of Bishop. As part of an 
extensive hydropower project, LADWP com-
pletely emptied the valley of water from 1953 
to 1991. When climbers first visited the gorge in 
the late 1970s and early 80s, they encountered 
abandoned tunnels, rotting wooden structures 
and dilapidated concrete buildings. Although 
the canyon looked like it underwent a nuclear 
holocaust, the relics provided some historic 
character to the narrow valley. In 1991, the 
LADWP released a limited amount of water 
back into the gorge, allowing brown trout to 
swim and a small riparian habitat to thrive. 
The flowing river added an enjoyable environ-
ment to the developing climbing area, and the 
revived landscape encouraged more climbers 
to venture to the cliffs. By the mid 1990s, what 

was once a deserted wasteland with a few scattered climbs had flourished into a pleasant sport 
climbing destination. 

<~~~>

The first climbers to scramble into the gorge found a surprising degree of adventure on the 
stark brown walls. There are steep lines at the impressive Eldorado Roof and other angular 

ceilings throughout the canyon, but vertical volcanic tuff faces with sharp arêtes, edges, pockets 
and cracks make up the majority of the climbable features in the gorge. Loose talus slopes guard 
the tops of many of the cliffs, and although the first 150 feet of rock is solid, the volcanic tuff 
quickly deteriorates above, making approaching a route from above and rap-bolting more difficult. 
Climbing them would be “full-scale scary mountaineering,” said Bishop local Peter Croft. 

The traditional climbers who first came here supported a ground-up ethic. John Bachar, 
who lived on the east side in the late 1990s, heralded Owens River Gorge as the last bastion of 
ground-up climbing. Bachar and others established many routes using suspect Tricam placements 
in the friable horizontal pockets and placing bolts from stances or hooks. Bachar bolted his first 
route in the Upper Gorge in 1988. This striking line of sculpted holds, which is aptly named Pick 
Pocket (5.11a), has held its popularity despite moderate runouts. 

In the early 1990s, Tommy Herbert arrived with a new wave of ethics and established a 
quartet of amazing routes including Excelsior (5.12d), Enterprise (5.12b), Expressway (5.11b) and 
Escapade (5.11a). Around the same time, Tom Addison went to the overhanging Eldorado Roof 
and bolted Gape Index (5.12c), a route near the left side of the massive ceiling. Establishing new 
climbs in the roof had to be done in a ground-up style because it was too steep to rap-bolt, and 
cleaning gear on the steep traversing routes would have been “traumatic,” said Owens River 
Gorge guidebook author and prominent first ascensionist Marty Lewis about the decision to bolt 
the steep crack lines. Bolting cracks in the gorge was also seen as the safest option because 
of the large amounts of loose rock. Still, Bachar held on to the ground-up ethic, often hiking his 
boom box into the canyon and blasting Public Enemy while soloing the rap-bolted routes. 

IN 1941 

PREVIOUS PAGE 
Carolyn Wegner on Sex 
(5.11d).

LEFT A climber following 
the first pitch of Super-
fly (5.10b.)

ABOVE Nicky Dyal on 
pitch two of James 
Brown (5.11a).
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Jim Thornburg on the first pitch of Towering Inferno (5.11b). D
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FAR LEFT Tom Herbert 
on Blockbuster (5.12d).

LEFT Nicky Dyal on Mind 
Meld (5.12b).

THIS PAGE Jim 
Thornburg on Slackjaw 
(5.10a).

Despite Bachar’s stance, the Owens River Gorge quickly became a sport climbing 
destination. By the late 1990s, the routes that required a lot of natural protection 

were rarely repeated. As a top-down ethos took over the gorge, repeat ascensionists 
either skipped the gear placements or added bolts to many of the climbs. These routes 
saw more traffic, and many of the new crack climbs were subsequently bolted. “The 
cracks tend to be chossy and loose,” said Lewis. “It’s only when they get a lot of traffic 
that they get good. You bolt the thing, and it gets climbed daily. People can still do it 
on gear if they want.” 

In 1997, Lewis established the classic Superfly (5.10c), bolting cracks on the 
first pitch and the now popular Wheat Thin—style crack on the second pitch. Bolting 
the crack seemed logical, and the style was quickly accepted in the area. “It doesn’t 
bother me,” said June Lake resident Matt Ciancio, who has climbed in the gorge since 
1995. “For now, I skip the bolts. Maybe in five or 10 years I’ll be scared and clip them.” 
Today, the atmosphere is largely recreational. “People just want to have fun. If you 
want to make it harder, you can go somewhere else or skip bolts,” added Ciancio. 

The routes are currently capped at 5.13d; an almost average grade by today’s 
standards. “The really hard stuff hasn’t been established,” said Patrick O’Donnell, a 
Bishop climber who has put up a number of harder 5.12 routes since 2010. Most strong 
climbers traveling through the area focus on the boulders in nearby Bishop, stopping 
for just a day or two to sample what the gorge has to offer. The locals are establishing 
testpieces, with Peter Croft and Mammoth resident Lonnie Kauk both putting up obvi-
ous 5.13+ lines in the past few years. While many consider this place to be known for 
its moderates, harder routes are more than possible. The many unclimbed steep faces 
could yield difficult grades, including an old Croft project in the Eldorado Roof that 
could push the cap to 5.14. 

<~~~>

With pleasant temperatures throughout the cold 
months and rock that is steep enough to stay dry 

during light storms, winter climbing conditions in Owens 
River Gorge can be ideal. Climbers can chase shade or 
sun from one side of the canyon to the next, from morn-
ing to sundown. In most guidebooks, the 10-mile canyon 
is separated into five sections: Upper Gorge, Inner Gorge, 
Central Gorge, Sub Gorge and Lower Gorge. The most 
popular destination is Central Gorge, where the climbing 
consists of angular arêtes, edgy vertical faces and over-
hangs with large sloping pockets. The often overlooked 
Upper Gorge offers nice crack climbs and interesting 
multi-pitch routes on high-quality rock. A short walk 
down river from the Upper Gorge reveals the Inner Gorge, 
perhaps the most scenic and the most isolated portion of 
the canyon. The classic routes at Owens can get crowded 
on busy winter weekends, but if you’re willing to do a bit 
of walking, shady, secluded walls can be found around 
almost every bend in the river.
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THIS PAGE Kevin Dan-
iels on Wooley Bugger 
(5.12d).

RIGHT Vic Lawson on 
Excelsior (5.12d).
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> 1. Flagstaff 
Climbing Center
Flagstaff, AZ
(928) 556-9909
> 2. Phoenix Rock 
Gym Tempe, AZ
(480) 921-8322
> 3 Boulderdash 
Indoor Rock Climbing 
Thousand Oaks, CA

(805) 557-1300
> 4. Sanctuary Rock 
Gym Sand City, CA
(831) 899-2595
> 5. Planet Granite 
San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 
(415) 692-3434
> 6. Planet Granite 
Belmont Belmont, CA

(650) 591-3030
> 7. Planet Granite 
Sunnyvale Sunnyvale, 
CA (408) 991-9090
> 8. Hanger 18 South 
Bay L.A. Hawthorne, 
CA (310) 973-3388
> 9. Hanger 18 
Riverside Riverside, 
CA (951) 359-5040
> 10. Hanger 18 
Upland Upland, CA
(909) 931-5991
> 11. Threshold 
Climbing Gym

Riverside, CA
(951) 742-8479
> 12. Solid Rock San 
Marcos San Marcos, 
CA (760) 480-1429
> 13. Solid Rock Old 
Town San Diego, CA
(619) 299-1124
> 14. Solid Rock 
Poway Poway, CA
(858) 748-9011
> 15. Vertical Heaven 
Indoor Rock Climbing 
Gym Ventura, CA
(805) 339-9022

> 16. Vital Climbing: 
Murrieta Murrieta, CA
(951) 251-4814
> 17. Vital Climbing: 
Carlsbad Carlsbad, CA
(760) 689-2651
> 18. Granite Arch 
Climbing Center
Rancho Cordova, CA
(916) 852-7625
> 19. Rocknasium
Davis, CA
(530) 757-2902
> 20. Touchstone 
Climbing Mission 
Cliffs
San Francisco, CA
(415) 550-0515
> 21. Touchstone 
Climbing Berkeley 
Ironworks
Berkeley, CA
(510) 981-9900
> 22. Touchstone 
Climbing Sacramento 
Pipeworks

Sacramento, CA
(916) 341-0100
> 23. Touchstone 
Climbing Diablo Rock 
Gym Concord, CA
(925) 602-1000
> 24. Touchstone 
Climbing Great 
Western Power Co. 
Oakland, CA
(510) 452-2022
> 25. Touchstone 
Climbing Metal Mark 
Climbing + Fitness
Fresno, CA
(559) 229-7900
> 26. Toutchstone 
Studio Climbing
San Jose, CA
(408) 998-4000
> 27. Touchstone 
Dogpatch Boulders
Fresno, CA
(415) 800-8121

> 28. Craggin’ Classic Fall Highball, Bishop, 
CA—Nov. 8-9
> 29. 2013 International Climbers’ Meet 
Yosemite National  Park—Oct. 7-12
> 30. Pro Peek Event: San Francisco—Oct. 29
> 31. Joshua Tree Spring Cling—March 2014
> 32. Alpine Skills International with its AMGA/

IFMGA trained/certified guides offers all-terrain 
backcountry ski mountaineering, avalanche 
education and climbing program Truckee, 
CA. alpineskills.com. (530) 582-9170 (June–
November) and (530) 582-9170 (December–May).

Discounts vary. Call, check americanalpineclub.org/

discounts, or head to your local gym with your AAC 

member card for the latest details. 

Gym Discounts

`

Major Events

Guide Services

AAC BENEFITS   IN YOUR BACKYARD
Members of the AAC enjoy some pretty rad benefits, including discounts on gyms, guide services, gear shops, and more.

AAC member Truc Allen Media

JOIN THE AAC TO GET THE HOOK-UP ON THINGS YOU ALREADY PAY FOR. 

AAC_F13_CalClimber_Ad.indd   1 11/13/13   9:54 AM

5-STAR ROUTES 
Superfly (5.10c)

Grindrite (5.11b) 

Towering Inferno (5.11b) 

Looney Binge (5.12c) 

Fight Club (5.13b) 

THE BETA

UPPER LEFT Austin 
Archer on O.R.G.asm 
(5.11a).

LOWER LEFT Alex Witte 
on Pickpocket (5.11a).

ABOVE Tyler Morgan 
on pitch two of Superfly 
(5.10c).

GETTING THERE: From the town of Bishop 
drive north on Highway 395 for 13 miles, and 
then turn right (east) onto Gorge Road. At the 
first T intersection, turn left to continue north 
on Gorge Road. There are three parking areas; 
one each for Lower, Central and Upper Gorge. 
Go 3.3 miles from the T intersection to find a 
large parking area for the paved approach to 
the Lower Gorge. After 4.8 miles is the large 
dirt parking area for the Central Gorge. The 
Upper Gorge parking area and approach is 
found after 6.4 miles.

WHERE TO STAY: There are many excellent 
established campgrounds in the Eastern Sierra 
and thousands of acres of BLM land with free 
and legal camping. Albeit miserable, a $5-per-
night campground called The Pit is a popular 
choice for cheap camping with picnic tables 
and pit toilets.

GUIDEBOOK: Owens River Gorge Rock 
Climbs, by Marty Lewis 
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hot moves
in icy-cold
The Terrex Ndosphere jacket unleashes a unique feeling

of freedom.  Utilizing Synergy, PrimaLoft’s® unique
stretch insulation, in conjunction with placed

stretch panels the Ndosphere offers the maximum in 
unrestricted movement.
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